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Meet Terree
Autumn
and Wear the Wonder
and of course to have our
own Áagship store. I envision
it in Manhattan, but we will
be sure to let the world know
once we make that goal
a reality!

Hello! We are a mother &
daughter company called
Wear The Wonder that creates
personal accessories and
home decor items from our
own vibrant nature-inspired
photographic images.

offer one-of-a-kind art pieces
to adorn the walls of homes
and ofÀce spaces. I am in
Pennsylvania, and Autumn
works in our headquarters
which is on the lower level of
her Massachusetts home.

I, Terree, am the
photographer and creative
director alongside my oldest
daughter Autumn who runs
the company while also handcrafting jewelry and home
decor pieces. In addition, we

We are inspired by so many
other businesses in this
country that have started
the same way, and our hope
and dream is to see our
products being sold at retail
stores nationwide one day

In the meantime, here is some
background information.
I began Wear The Wonder
in the fall of 2015 when I
learned about new media on
which to print photographs.
Up to that point, I had been
trying to Ànd a way to get my
nature photography out in
the world but wanted to do
more than framed artwork. I
moved on the idea right away
with the Àrst product, the
Wondercuff—a lightweight
metal cuff bracelet in two
sizes (narrow and wide). Since
then, we’ve added many more
products and are selling
online from our webstore as
well as at some local venues
in Pennsylvania
and Massachusetts.
I am at the point in my life
where my children are all
grown and on their own,
and so it’s now time for
me to travel and create the
imagery that we will turn
into products in our store. I
document all of life through
my lens whether I am home
or away! I am fascinated by
everything, from the simple
moments and life on a country

road to the grandest of travels
far and wide from peaks to
oceans, rivers, valleys,
and deserts.
The world is my subject,
and my hope is to transfer
my images to items that
folks can use and enjoy in
their everyday lives…so they
don’t have to travel to the
end of earth as I did but can
still enjoy seeing a guanoco
perched high atop the hills
in Patagonia or a glacier near
Cape Horn or the vines in a
vineyard in Santiago, Chile.
The world is an endless
series of beautiful moments
that offer inspiration in daily
life. We hope the ones we
chose to transform into
items to bring others joy will
have folks wearing the
wonder and sharing the good
vibes these places brought to
our hearts.
If you are interested,
follow us on social media
as we are always sharing
something new! You
can shop online at
WearTheWonder.com day
or night. We appreciate all
those who have supported us
these last few years as we’ve
been building our wonderfull company! Thank you! We
hope you will enjoy all the
new ways we are offering to
consume art.
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Patagonia Collection
Our Patagonia collection consists of women’s fashion accessories, cuff bracelets, home decor items,
decorative throw pillows and photographic art, all from real professional photography by Terree O’Neill
Yeagle, inspired by the colors of Buenos Aires, the glaciers and mountains of the terrain in Patagonia
and the glowing sky against the ocean of Easter Island.

